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Abstract: This report describes the synthesis and analysis of a Single-Degree-of-Freedom (1-DOF) device to enable walking for people with locomotor difficulties. There are two designs described in the report. The first design is inspired by the Jansen Linkage, which is used in Theo Jansen’s ‘Strandbeests’. This design is closer to the human running gait. The second design emulates the 1-DOF leg for walking machines designed and built at the The Ohio State University.

Introduction

Walking is a gait of locomotion among legged animals, including humans. It is a complex motion, with actuation of muscles and nerves, and modeling this motion has been the focus of hundreds of researchers over the years. Research areas range from developing intelligent control mechanisms to biologically inspired walking mechanisms for various terrains. Various humanoid robots have been developed over the years, including Hadaly-2, WABIAN\textsuperscript{1} and Honda’s much-hyped Asimo\textsuperscript{2}.

The same area of research into the mechanism of walking has led to different types of exoskeletons and orthotic devices to assist human motion. Applications for these devices usually fall into either of two broad categories\textsuperscript{3}: (1) augmenting of muscular force of healthy subjects, and (2) rehabilitation of people with motion impairments.

Between the extremely complex humanoid robots like Asimo (with twelve degrees of freedom) and the class of passive-dynamic walkers (that can walk stably down a slope and require gravity as their only source of energy\textsuperscript{4}) there exist many robots that employ reduced actuation strategies and whose motions are restricted to the sagittal plane.\textsuperscript{5} While reduced DOF means restriction of motion to a single gait, it also has the benefits of increased simplicity and reduction in the number of actuators required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROS</th>
<th>CONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only one motor is needed</td>
<td>Range of motions is limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer sensors are needed</td>
<td>Motions may not be optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control strategy is simplified</td>
<td>Structural integrity of robot may suffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheaper and lighter</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{1} Hashimoto, S. et al, Humanoid Robots in Waseda University – Hadaly-2 and WABIAN, 2002
\textsuperscript{2} Masato, Hirose et al, Development of Humanoid Robot ASIMO, 2001
\textsuperscript{3} Aguirre-Ollinger, Gabriel et al, Design of an active one-degree-of-freedom lower-limb exoskeleton with inertia compensation, 2001
\textsuperscript{4} McGeer, T., Passive Dynamic Walking, 1990
\textsuperscript{5} McKendry, J., Kinematic Design and Dynamic Analysis of a Planar Biped Robot Mechanically Coordinated by a Single Degree of Freedom
**Biped Walking Theory**

The motion of the human leg can be simplified to the swinging motion of the **femur** and the **tibia**. The walking motion is usually modeled as an inverted pendulum. There are two distinct phases in the walking gait – stance phase and swing phase.

The gait cycle begins when one foot contacts the ground and ends when that foot contacts the ground again. Thus, each cycle begins at initial contact with a stance phase and proceeds through a swing phase until the cycle ends with the limb’s next initial contact. Stance phase accounts for approximately 60 percent, and swing phase for approximately 40 percent, of a single gait cycle.

Each gait cycle includes two periods when both feet are on the ground. The first period of double limb support begins at initial contact, and lasts for the first 10 to 12 percent of the cycle. The second period of double limb support occurs in the final 10 to 12 percent of stance phase. As the stance limb prepares to leave the ground, the opposite limb contacts the ground and accepts the body's weight. The two periods of double limb support account for 20 to 24 percent of the gait cycle’s total duration.

Stance phase of gait is divided into four periods: loading response, midstance, terminal stance, and preswing. Swing phase is divided into three periods: initial swing, midswing, and terminal swing. The beginning and ending of each period are defined by specific events.\(^7\)

---

\(^7\) [http://moon.ouhsc.edu/dthompso/GAIT/TERMS.HTM](http://moon.ouhsc.edu/dthompso/GAIT/TERMS.HTM)
Mechanism I: Design

Initial Assumptions and Approach

We note that the femur and the tibia execute a rocking motion. The approach taken is to first achieve the motion of the femur, and then add to it the motion of the tibia.

Femur Motion Consideration

To achieve the motion of the femur, we use a four-bar, as shown in the Figure 3 (left).

- The red link represents the femur.
- The horizontal link is the (fixed) hip
- The shortest link is used as the input crank.

FIGURE 3: FOUR-BAR TO ACHIEVE ROCKING MOTION OF THE FEMUR

Tibia Motion Consideration

The tibia is represented by the red link in the figure on the right.

- We have to achieve a swinging motion of the tibia.
- The motion of the tibia has to be coordinated with the motion of the femur.
- The same input crank must provide the motion for the tibia.
- This is achieved using a set of parallelogram linkages.

FIGURE 4: THE MECHANISM TO ACHIEVE ROCKING OF TIBIA. THE TIBIA IS SHOWN IN RED.

Figure 5 highlights the different linkages required for constraining and causing the rocking motion of the tibia. The crank (seen in 1) is a part of the four-bar (seen in 2), which actuates the tibia (red link in 5) through the four-bar (seen in 4).

FIGURE 5: DESIGNING THE PANTOGRAPH FOR THE MOTION OF THE TIBIA
**Final Design (Mechanism I)**

Figure 6 shows the 12-bar final design of Mechanism I. Please view the file “ME09B053_ME09B128_Mechanism1.avi” for an animation of the same.

The bottom-most point of link 5 represents the foot. The trace of the foot is close to an airfoil shape, and this trace is close to the human running gait.

![Figure 6: First Design of 1-DOF Mechanism for Walking](image)

**Inspiration: Theo Jansen and Strandbeests**

'Mechanism I' designed above is inspired by Jansen's linkage, which is a planar mechanism designed by the kinetic sculptor Theo Jansen to simulate a smooth walking motion. He used these linkages in designing large mechanical animals called 'Strandbeests' (literally meaning 'beach beast') that can live on their own. He optimized the lengths of the linkages of the linkage to best simulate the gait of an animal. The optimization of the link lengths for the Strandbeest was done using a genetic algorithm (evolutionary method).

![Figure 7: Theo Jansen and a Strandbeest Made from PVC](image)

---

8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jansen's_linkage  
9 http://www.strandbeest.com/beests_leg.php
Mechanism II: Design

The second design emulates the design of the single degree-of-freedom kinematic mechanism to accomplish biped walking for the robot BIRT, developed in The Ohio State University. In the paper ‘Design of a Single-Degree-of-Freedom’ by Brett C. Brown (Undergraduate Honors Thesis), the design of the motion for BIRT is discussed. Starting from the desired walking motion, the design considerations of the femur and tibia, using four-bar mechanisms are considered.

Using the values of the scaled link lengths given in optimized Four-bar Femur with Tibia mechanism, calculations (found in ‘Appendix’) were done to model the mechanism in a given position. The model was then made in MSC Adams.

Final Model

Figure 6 shows the 12-bar final design of Mechanism I. Please view the file ”ME09B053_ME09B128_Mechanism2.avi” for an animation of the same.

The bottom-most point of link 7 represents the foot. The trace of the foot is closer to a straight line than that of Mechanism I, and this trace closely resembles the human walking gait.

Summary and Conclusions

Thus, by simulating the human walking and running gait, two linkages have been designed, which can be included in an assistive device for use by people with locomotor difficulties.
\[ n_2 + n_3 = n_1 + n_4 \]
\[ n_2 \sin \theta_2 + n_3 \sin \theta_3 = n_1 \sin \theta_1 + n_4 \cos \phi_4 \]
\[ n_2 \sin \theta_2 + n_3 \sin \theta_3 = n_1 \sin \theta_1 + n_4 \sin \theta_4 \]
\[ \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_4) = \frac{n_1^2 + n_4^2 + n_2^2 - n_3^2}{2 n_2 n_4} + \frac{\frac{\sqrt{n_1 n_3 \cos \phi_4}}{n_1}}{n_4} \]
\[ \cos (\theta_2 - \theta_4) = 0.303621 + 5.34 \cos \theta_2 \]